Mythbusters! The Truth about Common Misconceptions in Cochlear Implantation
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ABSTRACT

Cochlear implantation (CI) is the preferred method of hearing rehabilitation when patients cannot perform well with traditional amplification. Unfortunately, there are still significant misconceptions around this life-changing intervention. The goal of this article is to address some of the most common myths around CI surgery. After reading this article, the learner will be able to explain the utility of CI in patients with residual hearing and recognize that insurance coverage is widespread. The reader will be able to list common risks associated with this well-tolerated procedure including anesthetic risk and the risk of vestibular dysfunction. Additionally, the reader will be able to identify the significant positive impact of CI on patients’ quality of life. Finally, the reader will identify that many patients can safely have an MRI scan after implantation, including nearly all contemporary recipients.
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Cochlear implantation (CI) has become a well-established (re)habilitation option for patients with moderate to profound hearing loss who do not benefit from traditional amplification. After more than 30 years of experience using this technology for both adults and children, the benefits for recipients are significant and well understood. Despite their proven track record for improving both audibility and speech understanding, there are still misconceptions about the device itself, perioperative management, and postoperative outcomes. The goal of this article is to dispel common myths and provide the reader with evidence to support the truth about CI.

Myth: Patients with residual low-frequency (LF) hearing do not benefit from CI.
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Fact: Earlier implantation when LF hearing is still serviceable allows a patient to enjoy tangible benefits of acoustic and implant hearing together—electroacoustic stimulation (EAS).

Hearing preservation (HP) is one of the most critical advances in modern CI surgery. Through advances in technique and technology, patients now can access the benefits of CI earlier, before being severely hearing impaired through all frequencies. Traditional criteria for CI allowed only severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) to benefit from the technology. Because of concerns of residual hearing loss, individuals with partial SNHL were excluded from implantation initially. Individuals with serviceable LF thresholds remained outside of traditional CI criteria, even if they had profound high-frequency SNHL and poor speech discrimination. Later, published series of patients proved that measurable hearing after CI was feasible. Although the initial studies reported preserved hearing which was measurable and not serviceable, these early reports cemented the proof of concept that complete acoustic hearing loss after CI was not a certainty.

Several surgeons challenged the conventional wisdom that CI would only help patients with profound, and not partial, SNHL. In the United States, Gantz and Turner developed a series of short, thin partial length electrode arrays, the Cochlear Iowa/Hybrid CIs (Denver, CO), starting in 1999. Initial HP results were quite good with 90% subjects preserving functional HP immediately postoperative, and 80% of patients maintaining functional HP at the end of the trial, 2 years out from surgery. Notably patients did not benefit as greatly from this shortest prototype, the 6-electrode, 10 mm S8 (65% CNC words at 6 months postactivation) as the later longer prototypes S12 and L24 (81 and 83% at 6 months postactivation, respectively). Ultimately, the FDA cleared the Cochlear Hybrid L24 implant in 2014. Concurrently in Europe, enthusiasm for thinner, shorter cochlea implant arrays resulted in the development of the MED-EL Flex + 24 (Innsbruck, Austria) electrode array, which was FDA approved in 2012.

Importantly, patients could be offered the Hybrid L24 or FLEX + EAS implants with vastly more inclusive criteria than traditional CI. EAS criteria for both arrays allow for good to normal (<60 dB and <65 dB for Hybrid L24 and FLEX + 24, respectively) LF hearing, and <60% CNC Word recognition in the ear to be implanted on aided testing.

Gantz et al’s work demonstrated that patients did better with their CI than they did preoperatively. Moreover, their patients received their optimal benefit when the LF acoustic hearing was preserved and utilized. If a patient had postoperative SNHL, they were fitted with an acoustic hearing aid integrated into the CI’s speech processor, an EAS system.

Preservation of LF hearing means little if it is not serviceable or if it remains unaided after CI activation. The acoustic component works like a traditional hearing aid, often with a receiver-in-the-ear microphone and amplifier. The acoustic component delivers amplification to the residual LF acoustic thresholds, while the processor delivers the mid and high frequencies through the CI. The unit is programmed so that the cut-offs for acoustic delivery and electrical delivery are optimized, usually with some overlap, and a full range of sound detection is achieved.

Benefits to the retention and amplification of LF hearing are multiple. Most importantly, individuals perform better in background noise. Squelch is a cortical phenomenon requiring even, bilateral auditory input. It relies on spectral and temporal cues that then allow higher-level processing to focus listening on a single sound, namely conversation, out of a complex listening background, that is, background noise. The temporal and spectral cues received through a CI are different than with acoustic hearing, which affects the brain’s ability to apply them together to attain the same result in background noise. The retention of LF hearing allows for some acoustic information to be received and processed bilaterally—which is critical for squelch to occur effectively.

Other tangible benefits to preserved LF hearing are better sound localization and superior music appreciation. Like squelch, sound localization is also a cortical phenomenon requiring bilateral auditory input with the same spectral and temporal cues. Although patients in the bimodal condition (CI in one ear and hearing aid in the other ear) perform better than
patients with unilateral input, it is not as accurate as when both the two ears can process acoustic information symmetrically and simultaneously.\textsuperscript{13,14}

Improved music appreciation was noted during the long-term follow-up of Hybrid trial patients. Parkinson et al demonstrated that LF acoustic information was vital for discerning melody.\textsuperscript{15} Without LF hearing, CI-only listening condition limited patients to rhythm recognition of novel songs, and appreciation of familiar melodies from the subjects’ pre-deafened past.\textsuperscript{16}

Numerous case series of HP outcomes after traditional surgery have been published. The average patient will experience a threshold shift of approximately 20 dB after soft surgery with modern slim arrays.\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, delayed loss of HP may occur over time, any time after activation. In the study by Mamelle et al, a large series of patients implanted with various slim arrays were noted to have a cumulative risk of 50% total HL at 7 years postoperative.\textsuperscript{18} If delayed HL occurs, these threshold shifts will adversely affect programming. Upon the identification of any shifts in the acoustic hearing, a different allocation MAP must be provided to incorporate those lost frequencies into the speech processor so that a full range of sound information can continue to be received.

Although measurable acoustic hearing can frequently be achieved, serviceable hearing may not. To standardize reporting in scientific journals, the American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery Hearing Committee created a reporting guideline for articles investigating HP after CI.\textsuperscript{19} The reporting guideline set a standard LF (125, 250, and 500 Hz) PTA of <80 dB as the threshold of success. Technically, an acoustic hearing aid could be programmed to fit LF postoperative acoustic thresholds approaching 80 dB, but many patients do not perceive benefit to wearing an acoustic component at these minimal hearing levels.\textsuperscript{20} If significant threshold shifts occur postoperatively, or if preoperative thresholds are not mild/mild-moderate, the patient may not benefit from or opt to wear an acoustic component postoperatively. Importantly, even if serviceable/measurable hearing is lost, the benefits to speech recognition in the CI-only condition are undeniable. Even in circumstances of profound postoperative acoustic hearing, patients perform much better post-CI than pre-CI, and rate their satisfaction with their CI the same.\textsuperscript{21}

The new FDA indications for these partial length arrays opened a new window of opportunity to patients living with partial hearing loss. Concurrent with the refinement of the Hybrid, each of the CI manufacturers on the U.S. market developed less traumatic electrode arrays that could potentially spare LF residual hearing and allow for EAS: the Cochlear Nucleus 622, 632, the MED-EL FLEX+ 28, and the Advanced Bionics (Valencia, CA) HiFocus MidScala and Slim J. However, the aforementioned electrode arrays carry the FDA labeling of traditional CI candidacy, not EAS specifically. Nonetheless, these arrays can be deployed when a patient has any serviceable LF hearing because each of the FDA-approved CI manufacturers features an external processor with an optional acoustic component to enable EAS.

In summary, the ability to preserve and use LF acoustic hearing has effected great change on who is currently considered a CI candidate. CI is offered earlier, before all thresholds drop to severe-profound levels. Overall, the benefits of CI greatly outweigh the risk of residual hearing loss at ear-specific performance levels when a patient meets CI criteria based on sentence (traditional) and/or word (EAS) recognition scores. When appropriate, an acoustic component to amplify the residual hearing further enriches a patient’s sound environment and improves the outcome measures which rely on higher-level processing of bilateral sound input.

**Myth**: Insurance will not cover CI.

**False**: The vast majority of insurance carriers and plans cover the perioperative and (re)habilitative costs associated with CI surgery.

Although many insurance providers, including Medicare, do not cover traditional hearing aids, CI is a medically covered benefit by most insurance plans in the United States. According to the American Cochlear Implant Alliance, an advocacy group for CI access, 90% of private or employer-sponsored plans explicitly cover costs associated with CI.\textsuperscript{22}
legislation has been introduced at the time of this publication to mandate coverage of CI by private insurance plans (Ally’s Act, HR 477). Medicare Part B also covers 80% of the costs associated with implantation of one ear for those who meet Medicare’s audiometric criteria. Commercial supplemental plans generally cover most of the 20% that Medicare does not pay, minus the plan’s co-pay/co-insurance cost. These carriers may require preauthorization of services while Medicare Part B does not. Similarly, Medicare Advantage plans typically offer coverage for CI, but these plans may also require preauthorization of services. Both Medicare Advantage and commercial plans may offer flexibility to recommend CI off-label, while Medicare Part B does not allow off-label coverage.

CI may be covered by publicly available plans available through the federally mandated health insurance exchanges. If the essential health benefit plan in a given state explicitly covers CI, then all other plans on the exchange provide CI as a benefit. However, inclusive language covering CI is not always present. In these cases, CI may be covered under habilitative/rehabilitative services or even under durable medical equipment. If there is a question about coverage of CI by a specific plan, patients are encouraged to contact their insurance carrier.

Medicaid coverage for children younger than 21 years is covered by all state Medicaid plans as a habilitative service under federal statute. However, for adults, Medicaid coverage is highly variable. Unfortunately, while the states are required to provide coverage for children, reimbursement of these procedures to the hospitals and other providers continues to be low; in some states, the reimbursement is so low that many private hospitals or providers cannot offer the service.

The Veteran’s Health Administration and TriCare also cover CI. VA eligible veterans with service connection for hearing loss and those with more than 10% overall service connection are eligible for full coverage of all costs associated with CI. Not all VA centers offer CI surgery and patients may be required to travel to the CI center in their regional VA network (VISN) for surgery. In many VISNs, audiological services can be provided at a center closer to where the Veteran lives and receives their routine care.

Costs associated with CI are more than just the surgery itself. Patients have both preoperative and postoperative appointments, and equipment needs. The preoperative evaluation is generally a covered benefit for patients and includes medical/surgical evaluations, radiologic imaging procedures, speech evaluations, audiometric testing, vaccination against pneumococcal disease, and, for children, evaluations by developmental pediatrics and a geneticist. Patients are generally responsible for any co-pays and deductibles associated with these appointments. Genetic testing coverage is highly variable and is not covered under many Medicaid plans.

Postoperative support for patients includes continued audiologic follow-up, hardware repairs and replacement, batteries (for those without rechargeable batteries), and intensive speech and language therapy. Insurance coverage for the external hardware is generally covered under medical necessity but may require documentation from the surgeon. Habilitative services, including speech language therapy, for children are also a covered benefit. However, the number of sessions per year may be restrictive and jeopardize continued improvement for children needing intensive speech and language therapy. Often therapy providers and families can successfully request additional sessions with the appropriate documentation.

In summary, the process of qualifying for CI, the surgery itself, and the necessary after-care are covered benefits for most Americans. Patients and providers are encouraged to check with their insurance carrier to determine the specific coverages of their plan.

Myth: CI surgery is a dangerous/high-risk operation.

Fact: CI surgery is safe and well tolerated. Nonetheless, there are risks associated with surgery and the implant itself that the patient must understand before undergoing the procedure.

Risk of Anesthesia

Multiple factors go into the evaluation of the patient and determination of CI candidacy.
Prior to surgery, it is essential to ensure that appropriate physical examination, history, imaging, and audiological and preoperative medical risk stratification examinations are performed, ensuring safe and appropriate surgical management. Careful evaluation of the overall health of an adult patient, especially in the elderly category, is essential as many patients have multiple comorbidities and medications that play a role in increasing the risk of general anesthesia. Anesthesia, in otherwise healthy adults, is generally safe. Total intravenous anesthesia is used during most CI cases to allow for facial nerve monitoring.

In the elderly population, postoperative delirium, usually a temporary condition, and postoperative cognitive dysfunction, which can lead to long-term memory loss and make it difficult to concentrate, have been described. Predisposing conditions, including heart, lung, and vascular disease, as well as a history of a stroke in the past, increase the patient's risk for these adverse outcomes. Several studies looking specifically at risk assessment of age and anesthesia in CI recipients have had various outcomes. Some found that advanced age did not play a role as an independent risk factor for general anesthesia but rather an overall physical status and medical well-being of the patient. However, another study showed that older CI recipients, older than 80 years, were more likely to experience complications due to anesthesia. Medical comorbidities such as hypertension (56%) and heart disease (53%) are common in patients older than 85 years who receive CI. Additionally, geriatric patients are more likely, than younger adults, to have cerebrovascular events (4%) and cardiac arrhythmia (4%) secondary to anesthesia. Overall, there is a low complication rate with minimal to no long-term morbidity or mortality in older adults undergoing CI surgery, occurring in less than 5% of patients, indicating that the overall risk of anesthesia is still low in geriatric patients.

An alternative to general anesthesia, local anesthesia, or local anesthesia with minimal conscious sedation for patients undergoing CI surgery has been recently described by several institutions. CI surgery under local anesthesia appears to be a safe and effective alternative for patients who may not tolerate general anesthesia. Some suggest that the use of local anesthesia avoids roughly 9% mortality as predicted by the preoperative risk-adjusted scoring system. Other studies reported that CI surgeries under conscious sedation with local anesthesia decreased surgical time and drug costs to the patients with no differences in perioperative morbidity compared with patients implanted under general anesthesia. An additional study demonstrated that local anesthesia, used for 71% of study patients older than 85 years, was safe. This surgical technique, when used with an experienced anesthesiologist, may be an alternative for older adult CI candidates with multiple comorbidities in whom general anesthesia might be contraindicated.

**Postoperative Complications**

Surgical risks are divided into two groups, major and minor, with an overall prevalence of complications at 12.8%. The complication group depends on whether the treatment requires a surgical intervention/hospital admission, or the patient can be managed with an outpatient treatment/observation. Prevalence of major complications for a CI recipient is reported at 2.7% and includes device failure, flap dehiscence, meningitis, facial nerve paralysis, and other implant barriers, including migration or extracochlear insertion requiring explantation. Minor complications include vertigo, dizziness or imbalance, facial nerve paresis or stimulation, dysgeusia, and tinnitus.

**Device Failure**

While device failure is technically not a surgical complication, it is one of the most common indications for revision surgery. There are three categories of device failure: hard failure, soft failure, and medical failure. Hard failures of CI happen when the implant stops working due to device malfunction or structural problem. Soft failure occurs when there is suspected device problem due to decline in performance, adverse auditory symptoms, shocking sensation, or intermittent malfunction of the device. In these cases, the etiology can only be confirmed by removing and examining the suspect device. The third category of failure is medical...
failure. Medical failure would entail issues such as infection, soft-tissue breakdown, or other medical problems of the implant recipient and not the device itself. A large study, which part of its cohort examined 1,499 hearing-impaired adult CI recipients, reported a 4.1% failure that necessitated explantation. Another 30-year retrospective analysis of 2,827 CI adult and children recipients showed that 8.1% of patients required revision surgery, and of those, 57.8% were due to device failure. The overall prevalence of CI device failures in adults is reported at 1.9%, with reports demonstrating variability between 0.8 and 5.7%. Most of all patients who require device explantation due to failure are eligible to be reimplanted. The success of reimplantation to achieve functional benefit has been reported to decrease with increased age.

Infectious Complications

**Minor infections**: Postsurgical infections have drastically declined since the use of antibiotics. CI surgery is generally classified as clean-contaminated due to the risk of pathogenic translocation through the eustachian tube. CI is a foreign material, and in some implant recipients, inflammation and erythema can happen. Postoperative infection for CI is estimated to be around 1.9% in otherwise healthy adults, with higher percentages seen in adults with underlying chronic health conditions. If an infection is suspected, intravenous antibiotics are started; in some cases, surgery to clear the infection and possible explantation is necessary.

**Serious skin complications**: Flap necrosis and device exposure can be caused by numerous factors such as local skin infection, shape and thickness of the flap, or other variables. Complications due to flap-related issues, in adults, arise usually because of thinning of the skin with age, as well as underlying conditions including diabetes mellitus or long-standing cardiac, vascular, and renal-related conditions. Excessively strong magnet can be another contributing factor leading to flap necrosis/infection. In up to 13% of elderly CI recipients, flap thinning is observed over long-term follow-up. Nevertheless, this rarely requires implant removal or flap revision. Flap necrosis or skin breakdown has an average reported rate between 0.3 and 1.4%. Of those, the primary intervention administered depended on skin complication severity in which revision surgery with wound closure over an implant or revision surgery with explantation is performed. Meningitis: Meningitis is a life-threatening complication. Until 2002, it was reported that the population with CI, especially children, were at a 30-fold increased risk rate of developing postsurgical meningitis when compared with age-matched peers not implanted. The risk was associated with the use of an incorporated electrode positioner, which has since been taken off the market. The overall prevalence of meningitis in the postoperative setting is less than 0.1%. Vaccination for high-risk strains of Streptococcus pneumoniae is mandatory for all implant recipients to minimize the possibility. During CI surgery, preventing dural exposure during mastoidectomy, atraumatic electrode insertion, and sealing off cochleostomy after a CI with soft tissue must be taken to minimize the risk of meningitis.

Facial Nerve Risk

The facial nerve innervates the facial muscles that stimulate facial movement as well as gives rise to a nerve branch that provides taste sensation of the tongue. Both functions can be potentially altered during CI surgery. Fortunately, both temporary and permanent occurrences of these complications are very infrequent. A study of 705 adult and pediatric patients with CIs demonstrated the incidence of facial nerve paresis to be 0.71%. Most studies report a range between 0.1 and 4.8%. In almost all cases, the weakness resolves to normal function with time. To reduce injury to the facial nerve, a facial nerve monitor is used during surgery, and during surgery, drilling of the facial recess is done under continuous irrigation with saline which decreases thermal injury. When delayed facial weakness is observed postsurgically, treatment with a course of corticosteroid taper is recommended. The prevalence of complete facial nerve paralysis has been reported in 0.1% of cases.
Aberrant facial nerve stimulation is another complication that can occur during CI surgery when electrodes are in close proximity to the facial nerve. Reprogramming the processor or selectively deactivating the offending electrode can often resolve this problem. It is not uncommon to have at least one electrode turned off for various reasons, including mapping, adverse symptoms, and others, with reported rates of 54%. In extremely rare cases, facial stimulation persists despite optimization, and the patient may become a nonuser or even request removal of the internal component. In adults, facial nerve stimulation from a CI ranges between 0.9 and 15%.

Altered taste is another potential complication after CI implant surgery. It results when the chorda tympani nerve is disturbed during surgery. In most cases, this nerve is preserved; however, thermal damage sustained from the heat of the drill or aberrant stimulation from electrodes can lead to dysfunction. An incidence of transient gustatory changes has been observed in the range of 0.4 to 25% in CI patients. As long as the nerve is preserved, most patients are able to achieve a return to normal taste function within 6 weeks postoperatively.

**Tinnitus**

Tinnitus has been reported as a common symptom, seen in up to 80% of patients prior to CI. Some studies report on the resolution of existing tinnitus after CI surgery in up to 93% of patients. Nevertheless, others report that tinnitus persists despite CI in up to 72% of patients. Studies assessing the incidence of new tinnitus postimplantation describe a range between 0.2 and 25% of cases with an overall prevalence of 0.3% as found in large studies.

*Myth:* The CI will sound bad or worse, it will not work for me.

*False:* The overwhelming majority of patients perceive significant benefit from their CI.

In a meta-analysis by McRackan et al, the authors found significant improvements in patients’ quality of life (QOL) which were independent of the objective measures of sound intelligibility. The areas impacted by CI include communication, listen effort, independence, emotional well-being, ability to participate in entertainment activities, social interactions, and environmental awareness. The recent validation of a patient-reported outcome measure questionnaire, the CIQOL-35, will expand our understanding further of the impact of CI on patients’ experienced quality of life with these devices. There is also significant improvements in QOL for patients with bilateral CIs beyond speech recognition, as bilateral users have improved task performance for binaural squelch, the head shadow effect, and summation. Extensive preoperative counseling by both programming audiologists and the CI surgeon is imperative to ensure that patients have realistic expectations about what the CI can and cannot do.

Patients often ask what the implant will sound like. The answer to this question depends on a multitude of factors, including, but not limited to, prior hearing status, age, education, and previous sound exposures. CI placement for congenital deafness results in different sound qualities than CI placement for sudden, single-side deafness (SSD) or for patients who are post-lingually deafened. Dorman et al studied comparisons of CI hearing to such sound makers as a vocoder and the like. This showed that CI hearing is closer to speech that has been muffled by band pass filtering and/or spectral smearing.

One of the unique scenarios regarding CI use is those patients who have SSD because they are able to compare their implanted and non-implanted sides. Studies have shown that there is both subjective and objective improvement in those patients who are implanted. These improvements include better localization of sound including that of a difficult hearing environment and interaural level differences.

In general, CI patients experience significant improvements in both objective and patient-reported measures of QOL. Low rates of failure or nonuse of the device help reassure patients and providers that this technology is worth the effort to improve the patient’s hearing and ultimately their quality of life.
**Myth:** Patients will have permanent dizziness after CI.

**Fact:** While transient balance disturbance is possible, permanent disabling vertigo or disequilibrium is rare.

Since CI requires a surgical intrusion into the inner ear, it is natural to expect that the surgery may disturb the inner ear balance system. Some CI recipients do indeed report postoperative vertigo, dizziness, or imbalance. Since the terminology used to describe vestibular symptoms is imprecise and the population of CI candidates is heterogeneous in their baseline vestibular status, the reported incidence of such symptoms over the last two decades has been widely variable. A recent systematic review pooled data from 95 studies to show that on average 9.3% of patients of all ages suffered from postoperative vertigo after CI, where the term vertigo is loosely defined.77 When the data are subdivided by age groups, it appears that older patients are more susceptible to postoperative vertigo. However, this appearance is tempered by the realization that older patients may already have more preoperative vertigo to begin with.

A meta-analysis of 46 eligible studies with matched pre- and postoperative data found that the risk ratio of new vertigo onset after CI is 2.03 (1.54–2.66).77 Furthermore, even though dizziness of different quality and duration has been described after CI, the dizziness uniformly gets better with time, and the incidence of long-term disability due to vestibular dysfunction after unilateral CI is low.78–80 The incidence of persistent disabling vertigo at 1 year after surgery in patients who did not have vertigo before surgery is 1.2%.81 An early, prospective observational study of both children and adults undergoing CI showed that the Dizziness Handicap Inventory (DHI) score remains the same or gets better after surgery.81 A meta-analysis of 27 eligible studies found that CI has no significant impact on DHI score.82

On rare occasions, a patient may suffer chronic debilitating dizziness after CI. Such a case is almost always associated with bilateral severe vestibular hypofunction. It is of great interest, therefore, to determine the effect that CI has on the function of the different vestibular sensors. Traditionally, bithermal caloric irrigation has been the most reported vestibular function test result in connection with CI, but it only measures LF stimulation of the horizontal semicircular canal, approximately equivalent to 0.001 to 0.01 Hz of head rotation, which has minimal impact on gaze stabilization.80

Just like the reported incidence of vestibular symptoms, the reported incidence of reduced caloric response varies widely among individual studies. A meta-analysis of 27 studies in adults demonstrates that CI has a significant negative effect on the results of caloric as well as cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potential (cVEMP) tests.82 A different meta-analysis of 46 studies in adults confirmed the negative effect of CI on caloric irrigation and cVEMP test in finding that the risk ratio of reduced horizontal semicircular canal function is 0.20 (0.12–0.34), and the risk ratio of impaired cVEMP is 0.10 (0.05–0.21).77 CI has no significant effect on clinical head impulse test or computerized dynamic posturography.82

Another meta-analysis pooled data from 16 studies into 2 × 2 tables to calculate the sensitivity and specificity of caloric test, cVEMP, and HIT in detecting vestibular symptom after CI. The analysis of prevalence reveals that in patients with postoperative vestibular symptoms, cVEMP is the most often impaired, the head impulse test is the most often preserved, and no single test has greater than 50% sensitivity.83 That cVEMP is the most often impaired after CI makes sense because the saccule is the closest vestibular sensor to the cochlea and the one most frequently damaged in histological studies of the temporal bone after CI.84,85

In a study using quantitative head impulse test with scleral coil, only 3.6% developed profound vestibular loss, although 31% demonstrated impaired cVEMP.80 In another study, patients older than 70 years had a sevenfold higher risk of sustaining complete vestibular loss in the implanted ear (22 vs. 3%) event, though they were no more likely to show vestibular symptoms than younger patients.79 The above data would suggest therefore that the chances of unilateral CI causing significant vestibular dysfunction is small, but compounding risk will need to be considered when preexisting vestibular dysfunction is present,
or when undertaking bilateral CI either concurrent or sequential. In these situations, comprehensive evaluation of all five vestibular sensors can help stratify risks.83

Patients with Meniere’s disease present a special opportunity and risk in CI. A patient with poor hearing and uncontrolled vertigo in a singularly affected ear may become a candidate for simultaneous labyrinthectomy and CI in the same ear. A patient already status post labyrinthectomy may receive a CI in the same ear later. And a patient with poor hearing and active vertigo may receive sufficient vestibular deafferentation from a CI that the vertigo could come under control without labyrinthectomy. In all cases, the patients are likely to achieve hearing benefits from the CI.86,87

In patients with bilateral Meniere’s disease, however, it would be wiser to implant the poorer balancing ear rather than the poorer hearing ear to avoid deleterious bilateral vestibular hypofunction.86

CI can provide great benefits in hearing with transient vestibular symptoms and minor vestibular deficits in some patients. The negative effect on the vestibular system is mostly on the saccule and a little on the LF response of the horizontal semicircular canal. No significant effect of CI has been found on the more physiologically relevant high-frequency response of the semicircular canals, posturography, or DHI. Overall, the clinical effect of CI surgery on the vestibular function is likely to be minimal for most patients. Older adults and patients with preexisting vestibular conditions can safely undergo CI with appropriate preoperative vestibular workup as indicated.

**Myth:** Patients with CI cannot undergo MRI.

**False:** Patients with modern CIs can undergo MRI, with a few caveats.

When considering moving forward with CI, patients and their physicians may consider the compatibility of the device with MRI scanning. It is likely that many people will need an MRI at some point in their lifetime. For patients who do undergo an MRI with their CI in place, there will be image distortion if the MRI is of the head or neck. Overall, the device manufacturers all agree that the area needing the MRI should not be in the artifact zone of the implant itself for optimal visualization. The magnet causes most of the distortion for the MRI image. For patients who need an MRI of the head or neck, removal of the magnet may be necessary to visualize critical structures even in those with MRI-compatible magnets. Additionally, even with all conditions in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations, there can still be risks associated with the scan, including device movement, damage to device, weakening of the magnet, uncomfortable sounds or sensations, implant heating, and image artifact. Additionally, with some manufacturers’ models, magnets need to be surgically removed and then replaced to undergo MRI.88–90

The key considerations with any implant and MRI include the device itself and the strength of the MRI in Tesla. In the United States, three device manufacturers have FDA approval for CI and MRI safety. As all safety recommendations are subject to change, we strongly recommend that patients and their providers check on the manufacturer’s Web site for the most up-to-date information. Additionally, at the time of writing this document, Oticon Medical had newly obtained FDA clearance for its CI in the United States. No information is yet available for this fourth device manufacturer about its MRI safety profile. We have summarized the current MRI compatibility recommendations for the other three U.S. approved manufacturers in Table 1.

Advanced Bionics implants that are currently being implanted in the United States are all MRI conditional. Older models are all MRI contraindicated. A head wrap is not required for any models.89 Cochlear nucleus implants that are currently available in the United States are MRI compatible. Newer generations of implants may be MRI compatible, but older models require magnet removal prior to MRI.88 MED-EL implants are all MRI conditional. An elastic head wrap is required and the timing of the scan should be at least 6 months postimplantation.90

Overall, in most cases, with the correct precautions MRI can be performed safely in CI users.
CONCLUSION

Cochlear implantation is a safe, reliable, and well-tolerated rehabilitative option for those who receive limited benefit from traditional hearing aid amplification. This life-changing treatment is a covered benefit for most Americans and the risk of serious or permanent complication related to surgery is low. The audiometric criteria for CI have evolved over time and more patients with residual hearing are now eligible to benefit from CI.
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